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LOCAL & GOVERNMENT ISSUES

KRCW is committed to keeping viewers informed on local issues.

KRCW   “Roseland Shooting” 10/7/2016  10:00 PM 2:39
Police say they still don't know who fired gunshots inside Portland’s Roseland Theater 
last night. No one was hurt. Police say they think two shots were fired from backstage. 
Managers say it happened when staff told opening acts and their crews to clear the 
area for the headline-rapper "the game." police are hoping somebody inside comes 
forward with some information. The Roseland has metal detectors and pat-downs 
before the show so it's unclear how the gun got inside. A show scheduled for tonight is 
still on.

KRCW   “Storm on the West Coast” 10/14/2016  10:00 PM 1:09
Whenever a *big storm bears down on the coast-- weather watchers flock to see the big 
waves and wind. One of the hot spots Astoria north to the long beach peninsula in 
Washington. For folks out there today's weather was a warning of what's to come.

KRCW   “Drunk Driver” 10/21/2016  10:00 PM : 45
Quick thinking by two-truck drivers might have "saved" lives. This video is getting 
international attention it shows-- a suspected drunk driver swerving all over interstate 84 
he eventually stops in the middle of the interstate to relieve himself. That's when a pair 
of truckers take matters into their own hands and box him in. Tonight we're hearing from 
one of those truckers.

KRCW   “Salem Hotel Theft” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM 2:28
Room 210 at the super 8 in Salem looks nothing like it did at the beginning of the week. 
In fact it looks very little like a hotel room at all with the holes in the wall and missing 
things. Assistant g-m amarsaini says a man and woman checked in on Wednesday 
night. Security cameras show them walking in. They stay for an hour and leave 
separately. The woman then returns with three other men. Again it's captured by 
security cameras.
Three hours later the woman leaves with only one guy. Over the course of the next 
several hours. The two remaining men left as well. But not empty handed. Hotel 
management says they took the room safe and table lamps.
Even more so now. They have to clean up the mess left behind by the burglars. Then 
replace the stolen items. An inconvenience for any business
but especially for a small, family-owned one.
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KRCW   “Racism Protest” 11/4/2016  10:00 PM 2:03
A protest at a southeast Portland business turned violent tonight! A fight broke out. After 
a group showed up to protest "checkers market" over accusations of racism! A small 
group arrived at the market around 4 p-m today. They say an activist witnessed a 'racist 
confrontation' earlier in the week between a black customer and a clerk who they claim 
used a racial slur. Around 6 tonight -- protesters got into a heated argument with a 
man who was questioning their message. That man is the one who ended up on the 
ground. The owner of the market says the accusations of racism are "not 100 percent 
accurate." the clerk tonight closed shop early. Protesters wrote "closed due to racism" 
on the side of the building in marker.

KRCW   “Friday Protest March” 11/11/2016  10:00 PM 1:00
"Live" right now from sky 8 for the fourth night in a row -- more major protests in 
Portland. Officers have used 'flash bang grenades' i-5 closed * again. What started as a 
peaceful "sit- in"-- at city hall -- changed-- when protesters hit the streets just before 7 
pm? It's not as organized-- as the last few nights. Factions splitting off -- moving around 
the city. Trying to cross bridges. It also has *not been as violent-- as we witnessed last 
night... Although there have been reports of vandalism and assault. We start with 
KGW's Dave Northfield marching with the demonstrators again tonight.

KRCW   “Downtown Black Friday” 11/25/2016  10:00 PM2:34
Portland's living room, lit up and alive, and brimming over with Christmas spirit. For 
many black Friday began before dawn. Shoppers searching the stores for sales saving 
some but mostly spending. Not everyone embraced black Friday. Some even 
protested against it in the pearl district, dozens of people set up tables on NW 13th & 
Everett. They blocked traffic, but invited those in need to eat with them and pick up 
supplies. They called it a block party some danced. Others carried signs supporting the 
"black lives matter" movement which to them far outweighs black Friday. Back at the 
tree lighting there's a glow not just coming from the tree but also from the faces 
beaming with a spirit of hope.

KRCW   “SW Slide Concerns” 12/2/2016   10:00 PM   : 29
First at 10, a hillside sliding and homes slipping off their foundation! It's happening in 
southwest Portland and tonight, several families are is placed. The city ordered 
mandatory evacuations of the seven unit apartment complex behind us. They also shut 
down a construction site.
The ground here isn't stable and they're not sure why. The foundation under the 
southwest Portland apartment complex is shifting. The soil beneath it, unstable. Part of 
the parking lot's a foot lower than it was last week. Now, the city's ordering everyone out 
for their safety.
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KRCW   “Power Lines Max Tracks” 12/9/2016  10:00 PM1:52
First at 10 tonight breaking news. In the last 15-minutes trapped max riders were 
escorted off a stopped train. "Portland fire" tells us a couple of "high tension" lines went 
down blocking the ramps off 205 to Glisan and i-84.  TriMet officials tell us that max 
train stopped near the "gateway station because of the downed lines and power outage.

KRCW   “Dallas Officer Shot” 12/16/2016  10:00 PM : 26
One Dallas police officer was shot but investigators say he's going to be ok his injuries 
are not serious. As for the man suspected of shooting him he did not survive.

KRCW   “UO Sex Investigation” 12/23/2016  10:00 PM 1:06
Two Oregon ducks football players are under investigation over reports of sexual 
assault. The lane county district attorney confirmed the investigation involving freshmen 
"Tristen Wallace" and "Darrian franklin". Our news partner the Oregonian reports former 
coach Mark Helfrich suspended both players back in October - and they remain 
suspended indefinitely. They are also banned from campus. However police haven't 
charged them with a crime. Details about this case are limited because the 
investigation is ongoing. Both are highly rated recruits and were red-shirted for the 2016 
season.
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HEALTH CARE ISSUES

KRCW remains committed to reporting on health news and safety alerts to help viewer’s live 
productive lives.

KRCW   “Cannabis Beer” 10/7/2016  10:00 PM : 47
Some think this creation from Colorado could become a hit in Oregon. It's a cannabis- 
infused beer called "General Washington’s secret stash." a brewery has been selling it 
for a year in Colorado. But it's about to become available in all 50 states. Because the 
beer doesn't actually get you high the brewery got permission from the government to 
sell it. Marijuana is legal here in Oregon but it's still illegal on a federal level.

KRCW   “Red Cross Aid” 10/14/2016  10:00 PM1:06
Continuing our severe weather coverage tonight. Once word got out that a tornado took 
out homes and businesses in manzanita, the Red Cross jumped into action. Their 
number one concern is to make sure people get the help they need. Right now 
volunteers are already on the ground in manzanita and it's possible more may go, 
depending on what kind of weather we get this weekend. A shelter has already been set 
up at Calvary bible church in manzanita for folks recovering from the damage.

KRCW   “Explosion Asbestos” 10/21/2016  10:00 PM : 42
The investigation into the "gas explosion" on northwest 23rd "stopped" unexpectedly 
today after crews on the scene found "asbestos “in the rubble. They re-started the 
investigation just after 5 p-m. The dew found *no health risk to the public. But today's 
delay isn't good news for businesses. This development means the block likely won't be 
re-opening this weekend which is a huge disappointment to the business owners.

KRCW   “Salem Motel Theft” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM 2:13
Room 210 at the super 8 in Salem looks nothing like it did at the beginning of the week. 
In fact it looks very little like a hotel room at all with the holes in the wall and missing 
things. Assistant g-m amarsaini says a man and woman checked in on Wednesday 
night. Security cameras show them walking in. They stay for an hour and leave 
separately. The woman then returns with three other men. Again it's captured by 
security cameras.
Three hours later the woman leaves with only one guy. Check it out. Over the course of 
the next several hours. The two remaining men left as well.
But not empty handed. Hotel management says they took the room safe and table 
lamps. Even more so now. They have to clean up the mess left behind by the burglars. 
Then replace the stolen items. An inconvenience for any business. But especially for a 
small, family-owned one.
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KRCW   “Bata clan to Reopen” 11/4/2016  10:00 PM 1:07
The deadliest site of last year's attacks in Paris is set to reopen. The musician "sting" is 
set to headline the re-opening concert of the "Bata clan" theater in Paris. It's been 
closed since last year's terror attack. That killed 130 people across the city. 90 of them 
inside the concert hall. It's been closed ever since undergoing extensive renovations.
The concert is set for November 12th and comes one day before the anniversary of the 
attacks. All of the proceeds from the concert will go to charities supporting the victims. 
Sting says he hopes the concert will help Parisians "remember and honor those who 
lost their lives".

KRCW   “Protest Cleanup” 11/11/2016  10:00 PM 1:37
This is that striking 'before picture'. Oregon's state seal with the anarchist logo painted 
over it. The work protest leaders say of violent rioters who hijacked their demonstration 
and their city. Today volunteers spent hours taking Portland back. They started in the 
pearl. Sweeping up glass and scrubbing graffiti. Boarded up windows became the norm. 
Lee Thomson was there all morning. Then she headed east to keep working. The graffiti 
slowly... Coming off. A lot of these people are tired. Especially knowing repairing the 
damage is the easy part healing will be much harder.

KRCW   “Gresham Homicide Update” 11/25/2016  10:00 PM : 58
Police have named a suspect in a deadly shooting in Gresham earlier this week. Police 
say they are looking for 30-year-old Demarcostreeter of Portland. Streeter is wanted in 
connection to a shooting of "Harry Brogdon, junior". Brogdon was found shot to death 
Wednesday morning on southeast Stephens circle. Police believe streetwear is driving 
a black, four door sedan similar to this one with an "s-s" emblem on the front passenger 
door. The car may be a rental. Police say streetwear is considered armed and 
dangerous if you see him call 911.

KRCW   “Michigan Yoga Instructor” 12/2/2016  10:00 PM : 28
A Michigan yoga teacher isn't just teaching her students to be healthy. She's teaching 
them you're never "too old" to do what you love! That's ill Hanson. She just turned 105 
years old a couple days ago! It's not stopping her from teaching yoga once a week 
at her local senior center. Her class is made up of people in their 70s and 80s. Who 
when you think about it are young enough to be her children. But "ill" doesn't think of it 
that way
saying she refuses to let her age define her. This probably won't surprise you but I’ll still 
lives alone in the house she grew up in. She's also the president of her local bridge 
team.

KRCW   “Mumps Outbreak” 12/9/2016  10:00 PM 1:09
Cases of mumps have hit a ten- year high this year. And it's hitting college campuses 
especially hard just in time for finals. Health officials are concerned it could spread even 
more when the students come home for the holidays. It's hitting almost every state.
There are more than 38-hundred confirmed cases so far-- more than triple the number 
last year. The outbreaks are sometimes started by people who are *unvaccinated-- or 
under vaccinated who didn't get booster shots.
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KRCW   “Pot Delivery” 12/16/2016  10:00 PM : 47
Portland could start allowing marijuana delivery in the city. A proposed change to city 
policy would get rid of the restriction on delivery and allow couriers to apply for a 
license. Those couriers would not be allowed to sell pot from a storefront. They could 
deliver to both medical and recreational users. The city says it's a way to get more 
entrepreneurs into the industry. The council is expected to vote on the change next 
week.

KRCW   “Terminal One Sale” 12/23/2016  10:00 PM 1:21
Portland is selling a spot homeless advocates had pushed to turn into a shelter. 
Medford based "Lithia motors" is buying "terminal one" for 12-point-5 million dollars. 
That's a lot more than the city expected to get. It bought the property for 6-point-3 
million...back in 2004. Terminal one's size and location on the Willamette just north 
of the Fremont Bridge boosted its value. However homeless advocates say this was a 
missed opportunity.
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MONEY, BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY: CONSUMER AND ECONOMIC ISSUES

KRCW keeps a close watch on economic developments and consumer warnings to aid viewers 
in making wise spending decisions.

KRCW   “Measure 97 Ad” 10/7/2016  10:00 PM : 42
It's an important issue on the ballot measure 97. Tonight - supporters say Comcast 
censored their ads, which mention them in a negative light. The measure would add a 
2-point-5 percent tax on gross annual sales for companies doing more than 25-million- 
dollars a year in Oregon business. That money would fund education, health care and 
senior services.
Comcast told supporters if they wanted the ads to air, they had to remove the cable 
company's name and logo and it's not sitting well with many. What Comcast is doing is 
legal. They issued a brief statement saying the changes were made to protect the 
company's brand.

KRCW   “Moxie Store Owner” 10/14/2016  10:00 PM 1:09
A lot of small businesses in manzanita are seriously damaged because of the tornado. 
The owner of a business called 'moxie' says the storm may have cost her everything. 
Sarah Simmons said she was planning to get everything out before *tomorrow's storm 
thinking she'd have time.
But now the roof is too unstable for her to get anything. She's owned moxie for 11 
years. The store works with people all over the world especially women's cooperatives. 
Simmons says they'll pull through and is grateful for the support she's already getting.

KRCW   “Drive-In Closing” 10/21/2016  10:00 PM : 28
One of the last drive-in theaters in Oregon. May be closing for good. The owners of 
"Dallas motor view drive-in" says this weekend could be their last! Keg’s Katherine 
cook is just back from Dallas where a lot of people showed their support tonight.

KRCW   “Uber Making Halloween Safe” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM 1:35
A former Portland police officer turned "umber" driver is offering up some tips to stay 
"safe" this Halloween weekend. "Kevin macho" (mock-oh) says-- calling for a ride home 
is a good *first step but there are other things to pay attention to. First make sure you're 
getting in the right car. Wait inside for your driver -- don't risk drawing attention to 
yourself as a potential target. And if you're driving "macho" says pay special attention 
during the hours when children are trick-or-treating Monday.
Their height can make them hard to see. Drive slower and as always, don't drink and 
drive.
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KRCW   “Food Cart Burglaries” 11/4/2016  10:00 PM 1:17
There have now been six break-ins at Portland food cart pods - in less than two weeks. 
The latest target the "piedmont station" carts near northeast killings worth and 7th. The 
thief cut a hole in the cyclone fence at the back of the pod...away from the watchful eye 
of the security camera. The thief stole from 5 carts and broke into a sixth without taking 
anything. It happened at around 2:30 this morning. Another food cart pod on killings 
worth and 42nd was hit earlier this week. Last week -- vandals hit the Portland Mercado 
and other food cart pods in southeast Portland.

KRCW   “MODA Center Protest” 11/11/2016  10:00 PM : 50
We want to talk about the other big impact from this protest tonight-- we're talking about 
tens of thousands of people potentially stranded in the rose quarter following tonight's 
blazers and winter hawks games.
A lot of them-- probably trying to figure out how they're getting home-- because TriMet 

service has been disrupted and many of the area's roads are closed. The trail blazers 
even announced to the crowd tonight that they'd potentially have to wait for the protest 
to disperse.

KRCW   “Hazelnut Pods” 11/25/2016  10:00 PM 2:03
It’s barely big enough to fit a bed inside but this tiny home--built by volunteers at the re- 
building center in north Portland is about to become a much loved home. Loki Hamilton 
arrived at the hazelnut homeless camp between Greeley and Interstate Avenue--a year 
ago. She lived in a tent for a while--sometimes on city streets. Eventually another 
camper let her sleep in his tiny house but now she's getting her own space. Hazelnut 
grove is transitioning from tents to more permanent housing
the goal is to have 30 little homes here. Today they're getting help from volunteers and 
students from arbor school. Andy oilskin is part of the citizen's crime commission--and 
thinks hazelnut grove may hold a solution and an example for many. She looks forward 
to her new home a reality that is still sinking in.

KRCW   “Pot Shortage” 12/2/2016  10:00 PM : 59
There's an "emergency change" in pot testing to protect both public safety and Oregon’s 
marijuana industry. The Oregon health authority is putting in temporary rules requiring 
fewer marijuana samples to be tested. Since Oregon started the process in October-- 
marijuana growers and dispensaries say the cost of testing has driven up their prices 
created a supply shortage-- and driven customers back to the black market. The "o-h-a" 
plans to revise the rules moving forward to make sure there are *no harmful chemicals 
in the pot sold in the state. Governor Brown says-- the emergency change will make 
marijuana testing more efficient.
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KRCW   “Gorge Weather Impact” 12/9/2016  10:00 PM : 58
It was a rough day out in the gorge. They didn't see any thawing and an ice storm 
warning is in effect tonight. Cars crept along the roads all day-- though things have sped 
up a bit tonight. But road conditions there are still pretty nasty. Some truck drivers 
waited in Troutdale for a break in the weather while others headed east. And if they 
didn't have chains on already-- they quickly re-considered. That ice storm warning is in 
effect until 4 a-m.

KRCW   “Ducks Defensive Coordinator” 12/16/2016  10:00 PM : 46
It's a big day for ducks fans. The Oregon football team hired a new defensive 
coordinator. His name is Jim Leavitt. The school made it official today. Leavitt spent 
the last two seasons turning around Colorado’s defense as the buffalo's coordinator. 
Before that, he was an assistant coach with the 49ers under Jim herbage. According to 
fox sports, Leavitt is expected to be the highest paid assistant coach in Pac 12 history

KRCW   “Grandparent Scams” 12/23/2016  10:00 PM 1:20
Grandparents need to be on alert tonight. Especially if you get a phone call like the one 
this guy got. Ken springer said when he picked up the phone it sounded like his 
grandson. And it sounded like he was in trouble.
The voice on the other side said he got into a car wreck and could face drunk driving 
charges and needed some money. So ken wired 17-hundred bucks to an attorney or so 
he thought. It turns out it was all a hoax.
His grandson was fine someone just scammed him.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

KRCW covered a variety of environmental topics. We strived to make sure viewers could stay 
apprised of severe weather events, pollutants in the environment, and the vitality of the region’s 
natural resources.

KRCW   “Hurricane Relief” 10/7/2016  10:00 PM : 38
Hurricane relief help continues.in Vancouver, "forward edge international" is working to 
help those suffering in Haiti. More than 800 people there were killed by this storm.
Homes and villages are washed away. Buildings are destroyed and victims are still 
being discovered in the rubble. "Forward edge international" says it needs donations to 
help. The group is also helping volunteers get to the areas in Haiti - hit hard by the 
storm.

KRCW   “Metro Flooding” 10/14/2016  10:00 PM 1:25
Just to the east of the east Moreland golf course. Traffic came to a screeching halt. A 
torrential downpour flooded the intersection of southeast 28th and martins. Two cars 
stalled out in the high water.
Several others managed to stop just shy of it. Kaileyherren passed the time by talking 
on Facebook live then with us she explained how she had to pull over because her 19- 
80 Datsun was no match for the urban flooding. Kayleeditlefsen spent her Friday 
evening along southeast Powell. Near 19th avenue. Not because she was stuck. But 
because others were she watched vehicle after vehicle drive into water that was several 
feet deep. She and others assisted the drivers and passengers who got stranded a lot 
of the flooding can be blamed on clogged storm drains.
Drains covered by the leaves that have been falling in recent weeks.
This was the scene along southeast Cesar Chavez. Neighbors doing their part to keep 
streets clear and traffic moving.

KRCW   “New Giraffe” 10/21/2016  10:00 PM : 37
The "Oregon zoo" has another new resident. And this little guy isn't so little! Meet 
"buttercup" the giraffe. He is two-years-old 12-feet tall and is making his new home in 
the "Africa savanna" area of the zoo. "Buttercup" arrived in town Wednesday morning-- 
in an extra-tall trailer.

KRCW   “Plane Crashes” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM 1:00
A crazy day on airport runways. Two planes caught fire today. Video from inside an 
American airlines flight that caught fire in Chicago shows chaos inside the plane as 
terrified passengers try to get out. At least eight people were injured fire officials say 
more than 20 people went to the hospital. And tonight some mixed reports about what
*happened there. The f-a-a says the plane blew a tire. American airlines says the 
engine malfunctioned. Whatever it was, it was a terrifying scene. The *second plane fire 
today happened this evening in Fort Lauderdale. A fed-ex plane burst into flames after 
the landing gear collapsed. Both pilots got out of the plane okay!
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KRCW   “Mystery Illness Identified” 11/4/2016  10:00 PM 47
The c-d-c says eight Washington kids sent to the hospital with a neurological illness 
have a rare disorder called "acute flaccid myelitis." it's a polio-like disorder that weakens 
the arms, legs and reflexes. Scientists at the c-d-c are trying to find the exact cause.
They say a ninth boy who died last weekend did *not have a-f-m. It can be caused by 
common germs that cause colds and sore throats as well as more serious viruses.

KRCW   “Yarn Bombing Downtown” 11/11/2016  10:00 PM : 47
And kicking off the holiday season -- several Portland statues are now a little more 
festive. City and business leaders all gathered at pioneer courthouse square today in 
"ugly Christmas sweaters" to kick off the holiday shopping season. That includes "yarn 
bombing" some statues with sweaters and scarves. You'll find them on the "allow me" 
statue in pioneer square. And on some of the "animals in pools" on Yamhill and 
Morrison streets.

KRCW   “Christmas Tree Farms” 11/25/2016  10:00 PM 1:18
Now that Thanksgiving Day is over it's time for people to get their Christmas tree. But 
you might run into some problems finding the perfect fir this year. The supply of trees is 
down and that has Christmas tree farms all over the area scrambling to make sure they 
have enough trees to keep everyone happy. The u-s-d-a says last year's harvest and 
sales were down 26-percent compared to 20-10. For a while supply outpaced demand 
and a lot of farmers left the industry now those still growing trees are struggling to keep 
up. The tight supply means less selection. It also means you might pay a little more for 
your tree.

KRCW   “TN Wildfires Update” 12/2/2016  10:00 PM : 40
Today many homeowners got their first look at the destruction in Tennessee after a 
historic wildfire. Officials say at least a thousand buildings throughout Gatlinburg and 
surrounding towns were damaged or destroyed by fire. And now 13-people are 
confirmed "dead." the fire's exact cause is still under investigation but the "national park 
service" says-- humans are behind it.

KRCW   “Fukushima Radiation” 12/9/2016  10:00 PM 1:05
Radiation from Japan’s Fukushima nuclear disaster has been detected for the first time 
on the Oregon coast. But levels are so low researchers say they don't pose a danger to 
people or the environment. Our news partners at the statesman journal report the 
radiation was found in ocean water samples taken from Tillamook Bay and gold beach. 
Radiation has also been found in some salmon in Canada but once again not at 
dangerous levels. Researchers have been tracking the radiation plume-- since the 2011 
earthquake and tsunami and believe it has now spread from Alaska down to California. 
They say-- it's moving at roughly twice the speed of a snail!
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KRCW   “ODOT Salt Ice” 9/16/2016  10:00 PM 1:29
O-dot made a big shift in policy today. The agency says-- it will test salt on the roads 
state-wide on a limited basis. Odor says in our area that may include parts of i-5 near 
99-w. Parts of sylvan hill and highway 26... All areas that were hit hard Wednesday 
night. For the last 4-years, odor has been using salt in pilot projects in southeast and 
southwest Oregon. Last night, odor used salt to clear ice on i-5 between Albany and 
Salem. The pilot program will last at least two years to collect data to compare its 
benefits with the economic and environmental impact.

KRCW   “Increasing Railroad Standards”   12/23/2016  10:00 PM : 11
Today union pacific agreed to more thorough safety inspections six months after a train 
derailed in the gorge. The train went off the tracks near mossier sparking a fire that 
burned for 14 hours. Investigators say routine inspections should have caught a series 
of broken bolts on the rails. They also found more than 800 potential safety violations 
across the entire union pacific network. Inspectors will now have to inspect the type of 
bolts that caused the derailment every 120 days.
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FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ISSUES

KRCW continued its focus on families and education with reports on school campus safety, 
family-oriented events in the area, crime prevention, and other stories that impacted families 
and the community at large.

KRCW   “Bike and Brew” 10/7/2016  10:00 PM : 29
Speaking of brews the 9th annual *handmade* bike and beer festival kicked off tonight 
in north Portland! If you missed the opening the festival continues from 10 a-m to 8 p-m 
tomorrow. It features two of Portland’s favorite things bikes and craft beer. It costs 10 
dollars to get into the bike festival or 25 bucks for the bike show and beer package.

KRCW   “Kaiser Lockdown” 10/14/2016  10:00 PM : 21
Scary moments in salmon creek as police descend on a "Kaiser Permanente" clinic to 
arrest a wanted man. It happened early this afternoon the clinic briefly went into 
lockdown mode as officials chased the suspect through the parking lot before taking him 
down and into custody. Thankfully no one was hurt. Early reports suggested an active 
shooter but it turned out to be a false alarm.

KRCW   “Cyber Attacks” 10/21/2016  10:00 PM : 30
If you had trouble using your favorite internet service today ...chances are you're among 
the millions ...caught up in a massive cyberattack that spread to at least six countries.
People blocked from using services like twitter, Netflix, amazon, PayPal and many, 
many more. Smart appliances were turned into an attacking army that overwhelmed a 
New Hampshire company named din ...which serves as an internet switchboard 
connecting users to web sites. Was it a state-sponsored attack by Russia or another 
country?
Was it black hat hackers? "There are a host of adversaries that can launch these types 
of attacks and we've got to make sure we are resilient network that is able to withstand 
these types of probes." the cyber-siege is more than an inconvenience. Two weeks 
before a presidential election, it's a reminder that the internet that makes our lives 
easier, can also makes us more vulnerable.
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KRCW   “Burns Reactions” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM : 48
Here in Harney County there are still lots of strong emotions about the federal 
government and land use now there are strong feelings about the verdict too. The 
Malheur refuge is limping back toward normal its friendly welcome is gone at the 
headquarters buildings now behind gates with guards and behind the scenes-in town 
there is concern. Isabelle Fleuraud is married to a federal employee and furious over 
the verdict. Ammon Bundy, his brother and supporters took over the Malheur national 
wildlife refuge January 2nd.they carried guns and posted security details and talked 
about giving the land controlled by the federal government--back to private citizens. It’s 
exactly the sort of message Chris Briels wanted to hear. He is one of many in the burns 
area pleased with the not guilty verdicts. At the county courthouse--Steve Grasty--the 
county executive won’t say what his reaction was at least not on camera.

KRCW   “Blazers vs. Mavericks” 11/4/2016  10:00 PM : 49
The "portland trail blazers" got their first road win of the early season tonight! And they 
did so with a huge performance from their best player! The blazers knocked off the 
mavericks 105 to 95 in Dallas! Damian Millard had his best game of the year -- finishing 
with a season-high 42 points, 4 assists and 4 rebounds. Dillard was five of six on three 
pointers including some deep shots! The game was also terry stats' 300th win as head 
coach! The blazers next game is Sunday at Memphis.

KRCW   “Bend Racism in Schools” 11/11/2016  10:00 PM1:25
All across the country there are complaints about students harassing *other students at 
school in the wake of the election. Including Oregon. In bend -- students chanted trump 
and "build the wall" during lunch yesterday. A minority student said it started as people 
on both sides started arguing their support. After racist incidents across the country it 
has taken a toll on morale. Experts say-- teachers and parents need to come together to 
teach kids about the impact their words can have on others.

KRCW   “Macy Portland Parade” 11/25/2016  10:00 PM : 22
Portland's holiday festivities kicked off with the annual "mace’s" parade downtown. The 
tradition is famous for its floats but it also features costumed characters and you 
guessed it Santa himself! There were even real-life llamas and a new addition of a 12- 
foot tall snowman.

KRCW   “Christmas Ships” 12/2/2016  10:00 PM : 46
Another Portland holiday tradition kicked off tonight. The Christmas ships returned to 
the Columbia and Willamette rivers.
60-boats are participating this year including seven-brand new displays.
The boats will parade for 15- nights. Check out the "Christmas ships website" to find out 
when and where the fleets will be out. This year the parade is on u-s-a today's list of "10 
best holiday parades" in the country.
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KRCW   “West Burnside Trees Down” 12/9/2016  10:00 PM 1:36
The evening commute on west Burnside *interrupted by a falling tree. It took down 
several power poles and power lines with it. You'll notice p-g-e crews attempting to fix 
the mess. This incredible viewer video shows a tree crashing down near the intersection 
of northeast 42nd and wisteria. Zach Harris happened to be in the neighborhood. He 
said he heard a loud cracking sound followed by a ticking sound then boom. The same
*can't be said about this power line damaged by the falling tree. A spokesperson with p- 
g-e says crews have been working around the clock to make repairs across the metro. 
But in some cases it may take hours before crews can get to a scene. Something to 
keep in mind as the big thaw continues. We haven't seen the last of scenes like this 
one. Downed power lines... And neighborhoods in the dark.

KRCW   “Snow Heroes” 12/16/2016   10:00 PM  2:22
Wednesday night Nate all Britton’s now beaten up sun was one of several stuck in what 
would become a 16 car pile-up. He had just seconds to act. Wednesday night Nate all 
Britton’s now beaten up sun was one of several stuck in what would become a 16 car 
pile-up. He had just seconds to act.
But the bus did hit those cars. The kids still inside the sun. Thankfully the pile-up didn't 
move. The sun didn't crumble. The kids were okay. All Britton, his hands bleeding 
opened the sub’s rear hatch and got the kids out. He walked with the family to safety. 
So the owner of Fairview based 'blue lake auto and rave repair' had taken his weather- 
ready sun down sandy boulevard toward 223rd looking for people who needed help. He 
found Connie Maher. The woman who wrote into our Facebook page. To say she and 
her husband. Like so many were stranded for several hours Wednesday night. Maher's 
husband fresh off an out-patient eye surgery. Wilson with that sun, towed their car to a 
gravel lot and drove the 70-something couple the rest of the way home.

KRCW   “Santa Balloon” 12/28/2016  10:00 PM 1:07
Most kids mail their letter to Santa - but one girl decided to take to the air. Six year old 
Kenai (key-an-eye) page attached her letter to a balloon. It traveled about 800 miles 
from Louisiana to Indiana. And get this - it landed about 10 miles south of a town called 
"Santa Claus". "Rachel coffined" found Kenai’s letter - and decided to help Santa with 
this delivery. Rachel bought the gifts on Kenai’s wish list and mailed them to her.
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DECISION 2016 ELECTION

KRCW   “Trump Comments and Reactions” 10/7/2016  10:00 PM 1:22
This short clip of Donald trump talking with entertainment reporter Billy bush. Is all we 
can share with you? The rest of the recording, taken from a 2005 taping for access 
Hollywood is too lewd and graphic. Trump boasts about getting physical with women 
and even a failed attempt to seduce-- his word-- a former host of access Hollywood. 
Political analyst Jim more thinks unlike trump's past antics this one could be a game 
changer for undecided voters. Rape survivor and activist Brenda Tracy hopes this does 
more than dissuade people from voting for trump. She hopes it opens their eyes to a 
broad culture fostered by men who've been allowed to behave like trump behavior 
trump excused tonight as quote - locker room banter. Trump is the republican 
presidential nominee but after this video more says there's no way celebrating that 
could help others on the republican ticket.

KRCW   “BLM Protests” 10/14/2016  10:00 PM : 40
"Don't shoot portland" protesters have gathered outside mayor Charlie hales' home. 
They've set up tents to camp outside and are calling for him to resign. They're angry 
about the city council's vote to approve a new police contract and how police handled 
the protest that followed on Wednesday. Dozens of police officers have also gathered in 
the neighborhood, about a block away.

KRCW   “Secretary of State” 10/21/2016  10:00 PM 1:20
"Secretary-of-state" is an important Oregon race but it seems many people don't even 
know who's running in it. According to a new poll republicans have the chance to win 
that election in Oregon for the first time in more than 30 years? The state wide poll 
found republican "Dennis Richardson" with 34- percent democrat brad avian with 33- 
percent and 26 percent of voters undecided. Our pat Dooris hit the streets to get local 
opinions and almost no one recognized either name. The secretary-of-state's office 
oversees elections and is second in line to become governor which is how Kate brown 
took office. It's important to note democrats do hold a large majority of registered voters 
in Oregon and could rely on party identification... *not "name recognition."
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KRCW   “Clinton Emails” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM 2:37
Hillary Clinton is trying to defuse a bombshell. Her campaign has gone from cruise 
control to crisis over a memo from fib director James come to congressional leaders. He 
revealed the discovery of newly uncovered emails connected to Clinton’s private 
server.comey said it's not clear whether they contain classified information or are even 
important. Clinton: "we don't know the facts which is why we're calling on the fib to 
release all the information it has. A law enforcement source telling Nic news the emails 
were found on a computer belonging to former congressman Anthony wiener. The fib is 
investigating whether he sent sexually explicit messages and photos to an underage 
girl. Weiner’s wife is top Clinton aide Huma abedin.after weeks of negative headlines ... 
It's a turn of good fortune for Donald trump. It's unlikely to be settled before Election Day
- which isn't good news for Clinton. Clinton says she's convinced voters have already 
made up their minds on the emails issue - but it's not something she wants to be talking 
about right now.

KRCW   “Voter Turnout” 11/4/2016  10:00 PM 1:37
The election is just four days away. Now -- "robot calls" are targeting voters saying their 
ballots won't count. That information is wrong. Elections officials tell us if you got a ballot 
in the mail. Your registration is active and you're good to vote. Now the state is 
investigating to see if the calls are breaking any laws. State-wide, about 40 percent of 
voters have returned their ballots. Oregon has about 250-thousand more registered 
voters because of the motor voter law so it's possible the state will have a bigger 
number of voters but a slightly lower turn out percentage than four years ago.
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KRCW   “Election Night 2016” 10/28/2016  10:00 PM 30:00
We're also hearing from some of 'Oregon’s leading politicians reacting to this surprising 
presidential results. Keg’s pat Dooris has been with the democrats all evening-- many of 
whom are *simply shocked by what's happened. Now to one of the most *hotly 
contested races in Oregon. The corporate minimum tax. Measure 97. The controversial 
measure fails. It would have taxed big corporations that had more than 25 million dollars 
in sales in Oregon. Both supporters and opponents poured millions of dollars into ads.
With "no on 97 eventually coming out on top." the hundreds of people here very excited 
and cheering the presidential election results all evening, watching it on the big screen. 
But more subdued for our statewide races as doctor bud pierce just couldn't get the 
votes. Pierce told me hours before the results came in, he would be completely at 
peace with the voter’s decision. He was happy with the way he ran his campaign and 
says he was able to distinguish himself from Kate brown's views. But pierce had some 
gaffes that tripped him up during the campaign. In September, during his second debate 
with Kate brown, pierce said that well educated, wealthier women wouldn't be 
susceptible to abuse. His campaign spokeswoman quit later that day, saying she was 
offended by the comments. Pierce apologized but it wasn't going to help defeat a 
democratic for the first time since 1982. Bud pierce had endorsed Donald trump early 
on, but then backed off after trump's comments about women. Tonight he said, if he's 
elected president, he's our president and we have to support him so the country can go 
in the right direction. Norma Paulus. She was Oregon’s last republican secretary of 
state in 1985. Tonight, it appears republican Dennis Richardson ends the democratic 
streak by a slim but widening margin he now leads democrat brad avian by 4 percent.
Abakan has yet to make an appearance here at the democratic watch party. However, 
his campaign manager just shared this statement with us. It says "our campaign team is 
continuing to monitor the results closely. We are incredibly proud of the race we have 
run and are grateful for the thousands of volunteers and supporters across the state 
who helped us along the way." meanwhile in Salem Dennis Richardson just spoke with 
KGW he talked about how he would approach the secretary of state's job in a bi- 
partisan way foster a good working relationship with the governor.
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